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ABSTRACT:
The design of an analog computer is presented which accurately
reduces the output signals of an X-array hot wire anemometer into their
basic components and calculates their auto- and cross correlations in
both time averaged and instantaneous form. A prototype model is shown
with certain unique features such as simultaneously available multiple
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Because of its unique response capabilities, the hot wire anemometer
is the most widely used instrument for the measurement of instantaneous
turbulent or fluctuating laminar fluid flow properties. In these time-
varying flows, the dependent variables of the problem are generally
expressed analytically as the sum of a time independent or slowly varying
mean term plus a time dependent fluctuating term. In particular, the
velocity field may be decomposed as follows
f=V+f*(t) (1)
For a two-dimensional mean flow we may write
V = ui + vj (2)
and
u = u+ u'(t) (3)
v = v + v*(t) (k)
Initially we are interested in retrieving the mean quantities and
some measure of the fluctuating terms . One such measure is the mean
square (auto correlation) of the fluctuations, e.g. for the axial
velocity (u)
~2 1 nt+T/2 2
u = u'* = 4im jf u ,1E dt (5)
and similarly for all other fluctuating quantities.
In fluid flow problems, when the decomposition of the dependent
variables shown in Equation (l) is applied to the following equations
of motion for an incompressible Newtonian fluid
V • V = (6)
p_=.vP + nv'v (7)
subsequent time averaging yields a system of equations for the mean
flow. For a two-dimensional mean flow this system may be written
|^ + |^=0 (8)dx dy v '
p ££
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appears as an apparent shearing stress. This term must also be studied
experimentally before it can be adequately modeled.
It was specifically to measure these quantities that the hot wire
anemometer was developed. Originally built as a constant current control
system, constant temperature units are presently being employed to operate
throughout a much wider frequency range. In either case it is the flow
cooling the hot wires which generates the electrical signal to be
processed. It is approximately true that the heat transfer rate to the
hot wires is dependent only on the flow velocity normal to the wire.
Based on this fact, an X-array hot wire anemometer probe shown in
Figure 1 can be used to retrieve a variety of quantities which describe
a turbulent flow, including those which appear in the basic equations of
motion.
For a flow instantaneously oriented at an angle a to the axis of
the probe,wire A is cooled by a flow velocity V sin (a + 6) and wire
B by a flow velocity V cos (a - 9 + 90 ) . Therefore, if is set
equal to k-5 > wire A responds to u + v and wire B responds to u - v
Although the electrical response is a nonlinear function of velocity, it
fits a power law referred to as King's law and can be approximately
linearized by a square rooting operation. After linearization, the out-










(u - v) (13)
where C. and C are constants.
When v = , e. is set equal to e^. so that C = C_ = C . If we
take the time average of Equations 12 and 13 we get
e = C (u + v) (lU)
eg = C (u - v) (15)
so that the velocity components can be retrieved by the electrical
processing
1
U = 2C (eA
+ 6
B } ^
V = Jc (eA " eB } ™
Subtracting Equations 16. and 17 from 12 and 13 we obtain
e'
A
= C (u» + v') (18)
e'
B
= C (u' - v') (19)
and the fluctuating velocities become






.2 „,2Clearly u , v' and u'v' are available with simple numerical
operations. Generally, however, only one output is, available on most
hot wire signal processors and u'v' must be obtained as follows in a
two step process





With commerically available correlators, the quantities u* ,
p
v' and u'v' are obtainable with the use of KM3 meters in the manner
described in the previous section. The data retrieval in this way has
a variety of shortcomings which can be traced to the fact that, in
general, only one output u' , v' , e' ,or e' can be obtained
at one time and certainly never more than two. In addition, the
opportunity for spectral analyses is severly restricted. To alleviate
these difficulties and provide the availability of other pieces of
processed data, an analog computer (Figure 3) was designed and built
which generates the following simultaneous outputs
t *— t ^ II | f \ d. £_V V U V U V u u
In addition to these outputs, additional plug-in modules also shown in

















If on line root mean squaring is specifically required, the
auxiliary modules also can reduce the mean square data to root mean
square data. Finally, the modules provide the capability for measuring




The actual design of the analog system based on Equations 1^ and 15
is the essence of simplicity. Signals from each wire of an X-array hot
wire anemometer probe are fed into summing and differencing amplifiers
as shown in the schematic of Figure 2. Note that if the signal is not
linearized, logarithmic operational amplifiers will linearize the signal
here. With u , v thus obtained (within a scaling factor which may
be set where indicated) the signals are broken down into u , u' ,
v" , and v' by averaging and subtracting units. This approach was
proved to be more efficient than the use of high pass filters to obtain
u' and v* . The fluctuating quantities are then squared and
2 2
multiplied to obtain u' , v' and u'v' and finally averaged to
2 2
obtain u' , u'v' , v' . The external module then performs those
additional functions which the user desires; triple correlations, RMS,
and flow angles are obtained simply by interconnecting the appropriate
computer outputs to the module. The basic block diagram and the
individual figures (5a - 5d) are essentially self-contained explanations
of each part of the computer.
The accuracy of the overall data processing is a function of the
quality of the modules bought and the care exercised in the synthesis of
the overall unit. Each circuit board is removable and can be calibrated
for accuracy independently. The extremely high input impedances of each
board allows the unit to act as a sum of the individual units without
any deterioration in accuracy.
When fixed value components do not allow the linear units to perform
satisfactorily, calibration potentiometers are used liberally and
adjusted to give the desired output with known inputs. On the nonlinear
units, some knowledge of their inherent transfer function is necessary.
For example, the multiplier used in the prototype has an error map which
gives the optimum ranges of input values. Based on this, the final
differencing amplifiers on the computer were installed with a variable
gain to increase the magnitude of the inputs to the nonlinear units.
Generally, it has been convenient to scale each input by a factor of ten.
Since each of the nonlinear units scale their outputs down by a factor
of ten, the output of these units will be a factor of ten times the
actual output value. Finally, extreme care in ground wiring and
shielding has kept the noise well below anticipated levels.
Aside from the flexibility, versatility, and accuracy of this unit
one of the most important features is the ability to do spectral analyses
on each of the fluctuating quantities with the aid of the band pass
filter shown in Figure k. Finally the cost of the unit is comparable
with commerically available units which do a fraction of the job which
this computer performs.
CONCLUSIONS
On line data reduction of the signals from a hot wire anemometer can
be processed by straightforward mathematical manipulation using packaged
analog modules . This approach automatically overcomes many of the
inherent drawbacks of commercially available units. The extent of the
processing is unlimited and the accuracy is a function of the quality of
the modules and the care exercised in the synthesis of the design. Aside
from the ability to construct a data system tailored to some exact
specifications, the ever increasing sophistication of electronic modules
allows the experimentalist to create systems unequaled by commerical
units at any cost.
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